An exploration of the
course experience perceptions of
recently graduated international students
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Background

Student satisfaction an important
 indicator of the quality of the learning experience
 factor in student retention
 condition for positive word of mouth

Having an understanding the student experience is important for
institutions seeking to improve the quality of their courses
Especially true in relation to international students, who may have
different course expectations than domestic students
A long-standing source of these data is the Course Experience
Questionnaire (CEQ), administered annually by GCA to new HE
graduates
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Background /2

This presentation explores course experience perceptions of
international students, with particular attention to differences
between domestic and international students
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Course Experience Questionnaire

Course experience perceptions of graduates who completed
coursework degrees at (participating) Australian HEIs
Administered annually since 1993
Eleven rating scales underpinned by 49 Likert-type items
 Three core scales consisting of 13 items

Data from the 2014 CEQ administered to 2013 completers
Sample restricted to
 Bachelor degree students
 Full-time on-campus students
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Sample characteristics
Age (mean)

Cases

Domestic

24

67,406

International

24

14,637

Home language
Domestic
International

5

Dom.

Int.

Natural and Physical Sciences

11.6

5.6

Information Technology

2.5

5.8

Engineering and Related Tech.

6.8

8.9

Architecture and Building

2.8

2.9

Agriculture, Environmental

1.4

0.5

Health

16.5

11.3

Education

7.5

0.6

Management and Commerce

17.6

51.6

%

Cases

English

83.3

55,275

Other

16.7

11,077

Society and Culture

23.7

8.1

English

20.9

2,876

Creative Arts

9.7

4.6

Other

79.1

10,890

Other

0.0

0.1

Total (%)

100.0

100.0

Cases

67,406 14,637

Core scales

Good Teaching Scale: the nature of teaching experienced during a
course
Generic Skills Scale: the enhancement of selected generic skills
Overall Satisfaction Item: overall satisfaction with course quality
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Core scales /2

Good Teaching Scale

Generic Skills Scale

Overall Satisfaction Item
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Item scores—core scales

GTS10: The teaching staff of this course motivated
me to do my best work.

GTS27: The staff made a real effort to understand
difficulties I might be having with my work.

GSS06: The course helped me develop my ability to
work as a team member.
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Optional scales
Clear Goals and Standards Scale
Appropriate Workload Scale
Appropriate Assessment Scale
Intellectual Motivation Scale
Student Support Scale
Graduate Qualities Scale
Learning Resources Scale
Learning Community Scale
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Appropriate Assessment Scale

whether assessment promoted deeper forms of learning

AAS04: To do well in this course all you really
needed was a good memory. (RC)

AAS26: The staff seemed more interested in
testing what I had memorised than what I had
understood. (RC)

AAS44: Too many staff asked me questions just
about facts. (RC)
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Appropriate Workload Scale

whether workload levels hindered deeper forms of learning

AWS05: I was generally given enough time to
understand the things I had to learn.

?

AWS09: The sheer volume of work to be got through in
this course meant it couldn’t all be thoroughly
comprehended. (RC)
AWS19: The workload was too heavy. (RC)
AWS29: There was a lot of pressure on me as a student
in this course. (RC)
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Intellectual Motivation Scale

the impact of the course in inspiring and enabling individuals
intellectually
IMS02: I found my studies intellectually stimulating.

IMS13: Overall, my university experience was
worthwhile.

IMS35: The course has stimulated my interest in the
field of study.
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Item scores—optional scales

CGS39: It was often hard to discover what was
expected of me in this course. (RC)

SSS25: Health, welfare and counselling services met
my requirements.

LRS33: The study materials were clear and concise.

LCS20: Students’ ideas and suggestions were used
during the course.
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Encouragingly

International students are generally satisfied with their course
experience—around 85% expressed satisfaction with the overall
quality of their course
 Similar proportion to domestic students

International students are more likely than domestic students to
express a positive opinion in relation to several facets of the course
experience, including
 teaching quality
 student support
 learning resources
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However…

International students in particular far less positive about





assessment
workload
the impact of the course in inspiring and enabling individuals intellectually
whether course structure was clear and meaningful

Do cultural differences influence the nature of response—are
members of some cultures less likely to disagree?
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Some things to consider

How do you structure assessment that accounts for diversity in the
student population?
Is the academic workload too heavy? Do students need additional
support in terms of time/workload management?
How do you make the course intellectually stimulating?
 What makes an experience “worthwhile”?
 Student input may be beneficial

How do you communicate expectations to students in order to
encourage their success?
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Questions?

David Carroll
Graduate Careers Australia
03 9605 3713
david.carroll@graduatecareers.edu.au
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